
 
 

Ex Historia has grown with every publication and the 2013 volume is no exception. This year’s 

authors represent ten different universities from across the UK and further afield. Having 

published 24 original research articles and 36 reviews since 2009, Ex Historia is now a young but 

well-established postgraduate journal. We have continued to build on these past successes, and 

have taken steps to further raise the profile of the articles we publish. The record number of 

submissions this year reflects this and demonstrates that postgraduates remain willing to publish 

their research in open-access, professionally peer-reviewed, interdisciplinary journals. 2013 has 

also seen innovation: Ex Historia organised two series of symposia which aimed to share research 

and help convert ideas into publications. Special thanks go to our Communications Officer for 

running these successful events. We are confident, then, that Ex Historia will continue to evolve 

as an open-access forum for high-quality postgraduate research. 

 

The range of subjects our submissions cover is also noteworthy. Given the omnipresent focus 

on specialisation, we think it is refreshing that renaissance humanism, military history and 

twentieth-century politics all feature in the same volume. Moreover, with detailed analysis of 

individual texts and oral history sitting alongside traditional historical approaches, Ex Historia has 

a good claim to represent the diverse methodologies today’s researchers use to understand the 

past. Our Book Review Editors have compiled a set of reviews which mirror this broad range of 

academic interests. 

 

Ex Historia prides itself on using professional historians to give authors constructive feedback on 

their research. This year we have worked hard to ensure that researchers get advice from the top 

specialists in their field. We are only able to conduct such a developmental review process with 

the help of established academics, our Editorial Team, who co-ordinate external reviews, and our 

Editorial Board, who give valuable feedback at the initial stages of review. 

 

We would like to thank all those involved in producing this volume and hope it, like all good 

research, is both challenging and informative. 

 

James Freeman & Ryan Patterson 

Co-Editors 2012-13 


